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Abstract 

One of the major issues for voting systems today is whether they provide voters with a meaningful 

opportunity to verify their ballot before casting it. This opportunity is important in helping them vote their 

intent by catching errors or omissions made during marking, such as skipping a contest or mis-marking a 

selection. It is also an opportunity to confirm that whether the ballot is marked by hand or printed by a 

BMD, it accurately reflects their choices – including finding any malicious changes (or software errors) made 

by the voting system between the voter’s review and the printing of the ballot. 

This review of the literature was done in preparation for research to understand how voters approach the 

task of marking, reviewing, verifying, and casting a ballot. We included not only research on voting systems 

and voting, but on related issues of trust, privacy, and mental models. 
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Context for this work 

The last comprehensive review of the current landscape and standards for improving the usability and 

accessibility of voting systems was published 15 years ago [1]. This National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) special publication reviewed the research on human factors engineering, usability and 

accessibility including a small number of reports written between 2001 and 2003 in the aftermath to the 

2000 U.S. Presidential election. Many of the recommendations in that report have been incorporated into 

the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC) Voluntary Voting System Guidelines 1.0, 1.1, and 2.0 [2]  

Since then, the focus of work on usability and accessibility of voting systems has shifted several times: from 

computerized systems, called “direct recording electronic” or DRE, to paper ballots marked by hand and cast 

in a ballot scanner to hybrid systems called ballot marking devices (BMDs).   

BMDs have been in use for many years as an option for the accessible voting system required by the Help 

America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) [3]. They provide a way for people with disabilities to mark their ballot 

independently and privately, then print and cast it with other ballots and are sometimes used for alternative 

language access (required by the Voting Rights Act). Attention to BMDs has increased in recent years as 

elections departments have considered them for more widespread use in vote centers and polling places as 

offering the advantages of both an electronic marking interface and the security of a paper ballot.  

One of the major issues for voting systems today is whether they provide voters with a meaningful 

opportunity to verify their ballot before casting it. This opportunity is important in helping them vote their 

intent by catching errors or omissions made during marking, such as skipping a contest or mis-marking a 

selection. It is also an opportunity to confirm that whether the ballot is marked by hand or printed by a 

BMD, it accurately reflects their choices – including finding any malicious changes (or software errors) made 

by the voting system between the voter’s review and the printing of the ballot. 

This review of the literature was done in preparation for research to understand how voters approach the 

task of marking, reviewing, verifying, and casting a ballot. We included not only research on voting systems 

and voting, but on related issues of trust, privacy, and mental models. 

One of the challenges in reviewing previous research is that voting systems and issues ripe for investigation 

have changed over the years. For example, can studies of electronic review screens be compared to studies 

of paper ballots and verification on BMDs? It can also be hard to assess the impact of using prototypes 

rather than real voting systems and all the other variables of setting up a research session. 

In addition, we were interested in what is known about how to conduct this research. Voting is an activity 

that is normally conducted privately. Much as we might want to follow voters into the polling place and 

interview them as they vote, this is not ethically or legally possible. We looked at the methodologies of 

other researchers and used that information to help design our own research.  

The journey of casting a ballot 

The act of casting a ballot is the central step in the larger voter journey [4] [5], which includes registering to 

vote, learning about the election, and learning the results. 
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Similarly, the act of voting itself is a micro-journey, each with a different task. This means that during 

marking, reviewing, verifying, and casting a ballot, different voter mental models and therefore different 

design requirements are in play: 

• Marking. The voter emphasis is on making selections. The ballot and/or voting system assists with 

an emphasis on the rules and choices, helping the voter focus on each contest, one at a time. 

• Reviewing. On an electronic voting interface, the review is a separate stage when the voter can 

check that they have completed the ballot as they planned as well as confirm their choices.  

• Verifying. The printed ballot is a confirmation, allowing the voter to verify all of the contests and 

selections (and undervotes) before casting the ballot. 

The way each voting system designs these stages will be specific to the architecture and how voters will 

interact with it. For example, a ballot marking device that expects voters to come to the polling place with a 

list of choices,  transferring their selections to a system at the polling place such as the experimental 

Balloting [6] or a pre-marking option, the Interactive Sample Ballot, in the Voting System for All People 

(VSAP) [7], the new voting system for Los Angeles County would place greater emphasis on the review stage 

than the initial marking of selections. 

Detecting voting contrary to intent 

Because voting is a private process, it is hard to determine whether a problem detected on a ballot is 

intentional or not. The CalTech/MIT Voting Technology Project[8] created the term “residual vote,” 

combining the number of overvotes, undervotes, and spoiled ballots into a single aggregate-level measure. 

This measure is useful, but cannot tell whether an undervote is intentional or not, and cannot identify votes 

that are mistakenly cast for a candidate other than the one the voter intended. The terms are described in 

The Machinery of Democracy: Voting System Security, Accessibility, Usability, and Cost [9] as:  

• An overvote occurs when the number of selections made is more than the maximum number 

allowed. An overvote is always considered an error because it means that no vote is counted for 

that contest. 

• An undervote occurs when the number of voter selections in a contest is less than the maximum 

number allowed for that contest or when no selection is made. The number of undervotes is equal 

to the number of votes lost, for example, if no selection is made in a vote for two contest the 

number of votes lost is two. 

• The residual vote rate is the difference between the number of ballots cast and the number of valid 

votes cast in a particular contest.  

Looking across the interactions of marking, reviewing, and verifying, there are several root causes why a 

ballot might be cast that did not reflect the voter’s intent. The terms we have used in this document are: 

• Errors include overvotes (if the system allows it), selection mistakes (a candidate other than the one 

they want to vote for), and unintentional undervotes (skipping a contest they intended to vote in or 

under-voting a contest because they did not know they could choose more than one candidate). 

• Malicious changes include any changed selection made by the system, whether as a result of a bug 

in the voting system, a mistake in setting up the election, or a deliberate attack on the election.  
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On a BMD, the marking interface and review screen are typically optimized to catch and correct voter errors.  

The verification of the printed ballot is primarily intended to detect malicious changes, though it also serves 

as a last chance for the voter to catch their errors.  

Cybersecurity concerns and voter-verified paper ballots 

Cybersecurity is one of the foremost concerns in elections administration1. The general focus on elections 

security has led to wide-spread interest in audits, known as post-election audits and most recently risk 

limiting audits (RLA), with a growing list of states conducting pilots, and allowing or requiring them [10]. 

RLAs are statistical audits designed to limit the risk that the elections results are correct and ballots have 

been tabulated accurately [11].  

Because RLA rely on paper ballots that have been verified by voters and which can be compared to the 

reported results either individually or through a comparison of batches, the usability and accessibility of the 

verification process is critical. There are, broadly, two styles of paper ballots that voters can verify: target-

area ballots and summary ballots. We compare their usage below2.   

Figure 1: Comparison of ballot types 

 Target-area style ballots Summary style ballots 

How they are produced Hand marking or printing by a 

BMD 

Printing by a BMD only 

How selections are 

represented 

Marking targets (in the shape of 

ovals, squares or arrows) are 

filled in on a ballot card.  

The candidate or voting choice 

they represent is indicated by 

proximity. 

A printed list of contest titles and 

the voter’s selection or that they 

made no selection. 

Summary ballots may also 

contain a coded representation 

(typically a bar code or QR 

code)3. 

How they are counted An optical or digital scanner 

which reads selection marks 

and tallies the election by 

comparing the position of each 

mark to a definition of its 

meaning in the election 

management system. 

Some systems count summary 

ballots using optical character 

recognition (OCR).   

Others read the coded 

representation and match the 

internal coding to its meaning in 

the election management 

system. 

How they are audits Auditors compare the location 

of the marks to the candidate 

name to determine voter 

intent. 

Auditors read the human-

readable list of contest 

selections to determine voter 

intent. 

 
 
1 Note that issues such as protecting voter registration databases and network-connected systems like electronic 
pollbooks from attacks are outside of the scope of this report. 
2 A related topic is the question of how the paper ballots are counted, but this is not discussed here. 
3 There is a long-running debate about the use of barcodes and QR codes on ballots that is not addressed in this report. 
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 Target-area style ballots Summary style ballots 

How they are verified Voters compare the location of 

the marks to the candidate 

name or voting choice. 

Voters read the list of contests 

and their choices.  

Can they be verified 

accessibly 

Some voting systems can read 

the ballot and display its 

selections for review.  

There is no personal assistive 

technology that reads bubble-

style ballots.  

Some voting systems can read 

the ballot and display its 

selections for review.  

Personal assistive technology can 

read the list of selections, 

though success depends on the 

visual layout.  

If a codebook is made available, 

an independent application can 

read the coded representation 

and report the selections.  
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Mental models and the voter journey 

To start the review of the literature, we looked at research on voting and elections topics for discussions of 

the mental models of voting or other factors that might affect verification. We included related research on 

privacy and trust, because both of those issues are closely related to the goals of verification. They share 

common challenges including gaps between what people say and how they actually behave and a complex 

interaction between awareness or understanding of the problem, clear information about how to address 

the problem, and interactions that are either too inefficient or too difficult to complete effectively with the 

resources voters have available. 

Other influences on voters’ mental models of voting and how well-prepared they are to successfully verify 

their ballot include previous voting experiences, strength of political opinions, personality traits, reading 

ability, memory, knowledge of how elections work, and general attitudes about elections and government – 

all of which can affect both expectations and how voters react to the process and any problems they 

encounter. 

The paradox of attitudes versus behavior 

One of the most interesting analogues for the challenge of understanding why, when, and how voters verify 

their ballot came from a case study of Facebook [12]  to understand why individuals who claim to be 

concerned about privacy on social media behave in ways that expose their information seemingly contrary 

to their belief. The study examined theories about this privacy paradox: that people do not care about 

privacy, that they do not know or understand how their actions affect their privacy, and that the controls are 

not usable. Through survey responses, they explored a large set of hypotheses including risk aversion, 

satisficing behaviors, attitudes, and demographic characteristics. 

They found that the strongest factor in understanding use of privacy controls is that people don’t know how 

to protect their privacy. The second factor was demographic influences of gender and education. The third 

factor was usability, or how easy it was for participants to use the privacy controls. Whether their survey 

respondents cared about privacy had only negligible impact.  

Other privacy research from the Carnegie Mellon University Usable Privacy and Security Laboratory [13] 

adds an element of timing, reporting that the timing of privacy notices and other information makes a 

difference, specifically that when they are show in context, users had better recall of the notice and its 

contents. 

We can apply this model to verification: First, voters must know how and why they need to verify their 

ballots. Second, voter education needs to consider reading literacy, which affects the difficulty of marking, 

reviewing, and verifying the ballot. It can also affect general civic literacy, civic trust and engagement, and 

understanding of how elections are conducted and ballots counted. Finally, both the ballot to be verified 

and the required actions must be usable enough to make the verification practically possible.  
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Personality traits and propensity for verification 

There is little research on what personal characteristics might play a part in how carefully a voter checks for 

errors or verifies their ballot accurately. Everett’s 2007 doctoral dissertation [14], examined data from 

studies of review and verification to see if there was any correlation demographics or personality traits.  

Of all the traits considered, only one personality trait significantly predicted whether participants would 

notice a change on their ballot: openness to experience. People with high scores for this trait tend to be 

“intellectually curious, untraditional, creative, and imaginative.” In other words, just the sort of voters who 

would examine their ballot closely and could imagine possible problems. The other predictor of careful 

verification was whether people reported that they followed news about election security and related 

issues. 

Perceptions of usability 

Even beyond the question of the overall usability of a voting system, how the design manages the trade-offs 

between the critical qualities of security, accessibility, and usability will affect perceptions of trust in the 

voting system and the election, as will the details of the context and interactions [15] [16]. 

Almost everything about the voting experience can affect how successful voters are at casting a ballot. Even 

the first perception of a polling place makes a difference. In a study in which people were shown 

photographs of a polling place, the way the voting stations were arranged and elements such as space 

between the systems or the use of privacy screens changed the subjective ratings of the quality of the 

experience [17]. 

General perceptions of what kinds of voting systems are the most usable and trustworthy have changed 

over time. The MIT Election Lab [18] reports that between 2012 and 2018, respondents in their surveys have 

shifted from preferring Direct Recording Electronic (DREs) to paper ballots and optical scanners to the 

opposite, although voters see both types of systems as safe from tampering.  

This perception contrasts with the election security view that elections need to be designed around systems 

that produce evidence that the ballots cast reflect voter intent, as discussed in a Stark & Wagner paper [19]. 

However, others point out that paper, too, has weaknesses including known methods of tampering with an 

election [20] and flawed designs that can lead voters to make errors  [21] [22].  

Early electronic voting systems (the DREs) added a final verification by printing a voter verified paper audit 

trail (VVPAT). These records were typically printed on a small roll of paper, shown to the voter behind glass, 

and then stored on a spool for use in an audit or recount. Although there are still a small number of current 

voting systems that use this method of creating a verification record, it has fallen out of favor because of the 

challenges of using the spooled paper in an election audit and the difficulty of reading and verifying the 

VVPAT through glass [23] as well as its inaccessibility to some voters with disabilities.  

Designing systems for trust 

The act of participating in an election is, in part, an act of faith that the election will be run fairly and that all 

votes will be counted accurately.  There are many documented examples of design and procedural flaws 

affecting elections from voters being given the wrong ballot [24] to reports of “vote flipping” caused by 
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either poor calibration [25] or software bugs [26] [27]. These are just a few examples of real issues of how 

the quality of the voting system and election administration can affect overall trust in elections. 

A study of new e-government systems showed that trust cannot be built through technology alone. Any 

government technology interaction is colored by our perception of the service. An important factor is an 

individual’s general perception of their ability to influence government and how the government interacts 

with them. The researchers concluded that “distrustful, low self-efficacy individuals will not increase their 

trust, irrespective of the medium of interaction. The quality of interaction, while important, is nonetheless 

secondary” [28].  

Trust is also important in considering verification—including detecting errors and malicious changes to a 

ballot—because of the complex issues about whether a voter can or should trust their own actions or the 

actions of a computer. Research with focus groups that included discussions of futuristic scenarios of e-

voting on a smartphone showed how questions of trust and privacy are multi-dimensional and change with 

context [16]. 

We wanted to know more about how trust is created and what aspects of a design or transaction can make 

a difference in how voters trust a voting system.   

Themes included the value of civic participation in promoting trust, concepts for building trust in 

transactions, external factors that impact trust, and how design can influence trust.  

We dipped into a body of political science literature on trust and civic participation, starting with the classic 

Bowling Alone [29], which connected an increase in civic engagement with an increased sense of trust. 

Other articles looked the relationship between a decline in trust and voting for more extreme candidates 

[30], resentment of immigrants [31], and racial issues [32].  

More direct influences on trust in elections in general range from social media, candidate appearance and 

personality, the location of the polling place, the weather, a voter’s emotional state, whether or not the 

voter is a parent or mother, political scandals, political campaigns, and even how well the economy is 

performing [33] [34].  

Looking more closely at elections, two articles examined how well security measures such as end-to-end 

cryptography promoted trust in elections. Evans and Paul [15] outlined different approaches to security 

from voter verified paper audit trails to cryptography and suggested that elements that make an election 

seem trustworthy can be important, even if they don’t actually impact the security of the election. Similarly, 

Everett [14] reported that 85% of participants in her research said that having an opportunity to review their 

selections on-screen made them feel confident that their vote would be counted accurately on a DRE voting 

system. 

Another study looked at the relationship between trust and usability and concluded that as voting systems 

become more usable, trust in them increases, especially when voters have no choice. Acemyan and Kortum  

[35] studied both trust in consumer products and voting systems. They found that more usable systems 

appeared more trustworthy to users, because the experience caused less need to think about what was 

going on inside the system. In voting systems, where there is no choice of which technological system to 

use, they found the connection between usability and trust is very strong. 

When they have options, the same authors found that design factors like branding have more of an impact 

[36]. This finding agrees with broader studies of usability factors in trust in ecommerce transactions and the 
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impact of navigational structure [37] [38]. Other studies emphasized the need to accurately understand 

readers of online text-based communications [39].  

Finally, we looked for ideas about how to measure trust. Most of the articles warned that this is a difficult 

concept to pin down into quantitative measures. One suggests that it is important to both observe the 

behavior and to ask follow-up questions, because attitudes and behavior do not always align [40].  

Other articles suggested that looking for factors in making a trust decision might be a useful approach. 

Beyond looking at the design of the system, it is important to consider the personal and contextual 

properties that enable users to make decisions about whether to trust the system or not, and to distinguish 

between subconscious mental decisions (cognitive trust) and reactions to an external influence (affective 

trust) in understanding how trust is formed [41] [42].  

Changing mental models 

Usability testing innovative concepts for elections demonstrate how hard it can be to change mental models 

for the actions of voting. This seems to be especially true when a basic element of voting changes or when a 

new design alters long-established features. This is shown clearly in the research on systems based on end-

to-end cryptography, as discussed in a later section in this report. A voter’s existing mental model can affect 

usability of a process or design change both positively and negatively.  

A study that tested an alternative contest navigation approach where voters started at the review screen, 

navigating from there to each contest, found that participants unintentionally undervoted and chose to vote 

in fewer contests. The authors observed that their work showed that seemingly small changes can have 

large effects on the effectiveness and general usability of a voting system [43]. As they worked on early 

concepts for their integrated ballot box, the Los Angeles VSAP team found that the new method of casting a 

vote caused problems for 61% of the participants versus 11% who used a more conventional central ballot 

box, even though twice as many participants found it easier to use [44].  

On the other hand, the concepts for a “pre-marking system” worked well in both a lab study [6] and in the 

development testing for the VSAP voting system. This feature may have worked better because it builds on 

existing models of bringing a slate sheet or list of ballot selections to the polling place and using it as an aid 

to voting. 

Certainly, new ways of voting can be established and mental models can change. However, voters’ ideas 

about how elections work can be strongly ingrained, so new designs must be tested thoroughly and 

introduced carefully and cannot rely on voters’ intuition. 
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Studies of usable and accessible ballot marking, 

review and verification 

One of the challenges of looking across the relevant research of the last fifteen years is that not only have 

voting systems changed, but so have the concerns about how those systems work to create a usable and 

accessible voting experience. At the same time, ideas about secure and trustworthy ballots have also 

changed, influencing the research being done.  

This section looks at studies that focus on four different aspects of a voting system. 

• Ballot marking interface design studies look at the voter interface for marking a ballot. We have 

focused on how well those ballots help voters understand the voting rules and accurately make their 

selections. 

• Review and verification effectiveness studies include both electronic review screens with their 

support for detecting errors and undervotes and verification of the paper ballot. 

• End-to-end cryptographic design studies are included because they show some of the challenges of 

introducing people to new ways of voting. They illustrate the difficulty of conveying the mechanics 

of voting methods and the importance for voters to understand the reasons for each action.  

• Designing a ballot for verification looks at the challenges voters face in reading different styles of 

paper ballots, with a particular focus on accessibility. 

Ballot marking interface design 

Although there has not been much new research on ballot marking interfaces, newer voting systems make 

use of general best practices in ballot design and have improved many aspects of voting system interface 

design. The EAC’s Effective Designs for the Administration of Federal Elections [45] were a basis for several 

projects in their Accessible Voting Technology Initiative, including the “Anywhere Ballot” reference design 

[46].  

Commercial voting systems have also been improved through requirements for usability and accessibility in 

the EAC Voluntary Voting System Guidelines 1.0, 1.1, and 2.0 [47].  A review of the voting systems certified 

in Pennsylvania [48] shows that new systems have more consistent interfaces that can also improve voters’ 

ability to use a voting system to accurately mark a ballot according to their intent, despite the problems in 

both usability and accessibility listed in the certification reports.  

The question in this research is whether a well-designed voting experience can increase the accuracy of the 

process so that we can have greater confidence that ballots are cast as voters intend. 

There is a rich body of information on accuracy of ballot marking, both in papers that studied this directly as 

well as data from studies with a broader focus. One finding across several projects is that the research 

shows that participants in a test environment mark their ballots with similar error rates using electronic 

interfaces, hand marked paper, and even punch cards or lever systems [49] [14] [50]. For example: 

• A comparison of three selection styles (bubble, arrow, open response) on hand-marked ballots 

found that all three performed similarly but also that over 11% of ballots contained at least one 

error [51].  
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• There is evidence that systems that use a full-face ballot design (all contests and candidates shown 

in a grid on one large screen) have higher residual vote rates than a scrolling interface, especially 

with lower income voters [9].  

• Where used, straight-party voting also provides some challenges. A study comparing paper ballots 

with straight-party to ballots without this found that the participants who used the straight-party 

option had fewer unintentional undervotes for partisan offices but many more errors overall [50].  

This suggests that there is always some rate of residual votes in any election and that the normal human 

variation in personal habits, such as attention to detail or levels of interest, brought to voting mean that 

there will always be some error.  However, we can hope to do better than the overvote rates reported in the 

California 2016 Primary, which reached 4.7% when the Senate race had an unexpectedly large number of 

candidates [52]. Extensive reporting by the Brennan Center in 2008 and 2012 also relied on their analysis to 

identify elections with high rates of residual votes that could be explained by the ballot design [21] [22]. 

There is some established good practice for effective design to support voters in the marking phase of 

voting, including techniques for confirming a selection in an electronic interface by changing the display of 

the selected candidate.  For example, ballots with a clearly visible, large marking target are more effective in 

helping voters confirm their selection. 

In a study where participants were presented with candidate names either with a visual checkbox included 

in the touch area or without, more voters touched the checkbox when it was present [53]. And in a small 

sample of older adults in a residence facility, many experienced problems trying to use their fingers to select 

candidates with a small click target on an iPad [54]. Looking at usability trade-offs between competing 

design principles, a comparison of ballots with the marking target to the left or right of the candidate names 

found that proximity to the text was more important than alignment to a grid [55]. 

A project to study of ranked choice voting ballot designs found that using a best practice design reduced the 

effect of different layouts for this novel voting method. A final test with 112 voters comparing 3 ballots was 

completed with no marking errors at all [56] [57].  

Low literacy is more widespread than generally understood, with 43% of literate adults reading at “basic” or 

“below basic” levels [58]. Information and instructions on ballots are often written in ways that are difficult 

or misleading for voters who do not read well, making it hard for them to understand the implications of 

their actions on how their ballot is cast [59] [60].  

Two more important areas of research into voting system usability and accessibility are studies of how well 

review and verification features work and the challenges of introducing new concepts as seen in studies on 

end-to-end systems. 

Review and verification effectiveness 

A primary research concern is the effectiveness of review screens is accuracy of error detection and how 

well systems make both accidental and malicious errors salient to voters. There are some research studies 

that focused specifically on the accuracy of the review process as well as mentions issues on the review 

section of the voting experience as part of a larger study. 

Research on the effectiveness of review screens and associated messages found specific usability issues: 
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• One study tested an alternative approach of in-line review where voters are prompted during the 

marking phase to confirm their selections following each contest. The study found that end-of-ballot 

review was more efficient and higher in voter satisfaction than in-line and that both had comparable 

efficacy [61]. 

• A study of different types of messages aimed at motivating voters to verify in the context of Internet 

voting found that all significantly influenced voters’ intentions, whether they acted on that intention 

or not [62].  

• Norden [9] reported that the review screen is more successful when it looks different from contests 

and when it makes you see all selections. 

• IDEO, working on the Los Angeles County Voting System Assessment Project (VSAP) discovered that 

participants needed explicit instructions or interactive controls to know to scroll through the long 

review screen. Some participants didn’t realize there were more “below the fold” and didn’t know 

how to use gestures to scroll [63]. 

• Two different studies discovered that navigation from the review screen to a contest to make a 

change and back affected voters’ willingness to correct a ballot “After altering or adding a vote for a 

single contest, however, most were frustrated by having to advance through the entire list of 

contests before arriving, again, at the review screen” [63] [46]. 

The most recent study, conducted at the University of Michigan [64] studied whether voters can detect 

malicious changes in the machine-printed ballots produced by ballot marking devices. The researchers set 

up a realistic mock election polling place, used electronic marking interfaces, ballots based on the voting 

system in the local area, and a real scanner. The ballot marking device was programmed to change one 

selection on each ballot. In their first tests, less than half of the 241 participants verified their ballots at all, 

and only 6.6% found and mentioned the error to poll workers. Then, they tested 6 different interventions to 

promote verification, including signage, verbal instructions, and verbal instructions with a slate to simulate 

voter intent. The best performance came with a slate with one of the instruction scripts. In this experiment, 

95% of the 21 participants were observed examining the ballot, and 86% reported the error to a poll worker. 

In September 2019, researchers from Rice University [65] observed a mock election of the Los Angeles 

County VSAP (Voting Solutions for all People) voting system before its first use in a live election. At 6 polling 

sites, they observed and timed many elements of the voting experience, including the time to vote and 

whether the voter showed evidence of verifying their printed ballot. They found that over half did take time 

to check their ballot, taking (on average) two minutes longer to vote than those who did not, suggesting a 

careful review.  

One group of studies is of special importance for this review because of the consistency in the methodology. 

Four studies between 2007 and 2018 manipulated the results of a ballot to see if voters would find the 

anomalies during verification of the review screen or printed ballot. 

Three studies from the same research group at Rice University [66] [67] [68] and a fourth by Gilbert [53] 

used the same basic approach to study the effectiveness of review screens, varying details of the review 

process and design as they replicated the tests. In the basic session plan: 

• Participants voted on an electronic interface using a prototype voting system 

• The system manipulated the display of the review screen, introducing either no changes (for a 

control group), and 1, 2 or 8 anomalies mimicking a malicious hack. 

• The changes either remove votes from a contest, creating an undervote or changed the votes, 

swapping candidate names.  
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• Voters were either directed in how to vote, voted in a self-directed way, or were given minimal 

directions. 

• The ballot included 20-23 contests and ballot questions 

The results of these studies show that a combination of the design and the degree to which participants 

have a strong intent does make a difference in how well voters are able to review accurately. 

• Placing no emphasis on the review process produced the lowest detection of errors: 25% and 32% 

• Adding instructions to review carefully and highlighting undervotes increased detection to 50%. 

• Giving participants instructions for how to vote raised detection to 52% and 64%. 

• Forcing slower navigation of the review screen raised the rate of detection to 74% 

• Adding a second change at verification on a paper ballot produced the highest overall success at 

90%. 

The type of anomaly mattered. Campbell and Byrne [66] found that the type of error made a difference; 

69% of participants who had votes changed to undervotes noticed the change in the enhanced review 

screen, but only 39% noticed when one candidate name was swapped for different name. The contents of 

the ballot seemed to make little difference.  

The lowest rate of detection was in a study with students being given credit for their participation. Acemyan 

and colleagues [67] found that fictional contests based on real people and events on a university campus did 

not increase detection, suggesting that the type of interest participants have in a study is an important 

methodological question.  

Giving participants directions about who to vote for in a list similar to someone bringing a voter guide or 

sample ballot with their voting plan to the polls affected detection. In Everett’s original research in 2007 

[14], 52% of those who had a plan for voting noticed the errors compared to 12% of those who were not 

instructed.  

The study in this group with the highest rate of accurate detection of errors was also the one that placed the 

most demands on the participants with a slower on-screen review process and adding the step of printing a 

paper ballot. This confirms a comment in earlier research on DRE systems that ”...design elements that 

decrease efficiency or voter confidence may actually increase the accuracy of voters’ selections.” [9]. 

Another study of hand-marked paper ballots [69] took a different approach, manipulating the contests on a 

blank ballot showed to participants, not vote selections. This study showed that voters had difficulty 

identifying whether a ballot was the same as the one they just voted on, relying only on their memory. A 

companion study observed voters in a primary election to see how long they spent verifying a bubble-style 

ballot if at all.  

The recommendations from Bernhard and colleagues [64] show that the entire voting experience must be 

designed to encourage effective verification. 

• Design polling places for verification, including a place to privately verify the ballot after it is printed 

by the ballot marking device. 

• Provide poll workers with a script to give voters verbal instructions to verify. The script in the most 

successful experiment was simple: “Have you carefully reviewed each selection on your printed 

ballot?” 

• Encourage voters to plan their voting in advance and bring a personalized list of their intended 

selections.  
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• Educate voters that the paper ballot is the official ballot that will be counted. 

• Design printed ballots for legibility for voters and to make it possible for voters with impaired vision 

to use assistive technology to verify their ballots. 

• Have procedures to help voters correct errors and carefully track problems. Take problems 

seriously, even if voters believe themselves to be at fault. Be sure poll workers have a way to report 

problems to a central office so that issues that affect multiple systems or locations can be identified 

quickly. 

Summary of the error-detection studies and results 

Study 

Author and 

year 

Methodology 

Variations in the basic plan 

Participants 

# and type shown 

errors 

Results 

% detecting changes 

 

 

 
 

System: VoteBox 

Ballot: Fictitious names 

Voting instructions: half directed, half 

self-directed 

53 general 

population from 

Houston 

32% noticed the manipulation 

of the review screen:  

52% of those directed 

12% of those not directed 
 

Campbell & 

Byrne 

2009 [66] 

System: VoteBox 

Ballot: Fictitious names 

Voting instructions: Mix of directed, 

self-directed, and minimally directed 

using party 

Interface updates: Stronger 

instructions to review, highlighted 

undervote notifications, party on the 

review screen 

108 general 

population from 

Houston 

50% noticed the manipulation 

of the review screen. 

64% of directed 

44% of not directed 

42% of partially directed 
 

Acemyan et 

al. 

2013 [67] 

System: VoteBox 

Ballot: Custom ballot aimed at making 

the contests more salient 

125 Rice undergrads   25% of the participants 

noticed changes. 

Gilbert et al. 

2013 [53] 

System: Prime III 

Ballot: Cartoon character names 

Interface differences: Review screen 

shows 4 contests at a time  

Added paper ballots for an additional 

verification opportunity. 

110 students and 

staff at a university 

90% detected changes 

74% detected changes on 

screen 

16% detected changes on 

paper 
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Study 

Author and 

year 

Methodology 

Variations in the basic plan 

Participants 

# and type shown 

errors 

Results 

% detecting changes 

DeMillo & 

Marks 

2018 [69] 

System: Printed paper ballot 

Ballot: Facsimile of blank ballot used in 

real election 

Change to ballot contents: 

- Changed an entire contest to a 

different district 

- Changed the candidates listed to 

those from another district 

60% of the ballots were correct, 40% 

altered 

103 voters at a 

primary election in 

Tennessee 

25% said the ballot was 

incorrect, claiming to detect 

changes. However: 

13% (8 of 59) misidentified a 

correct ballot as incorrect (false 

negative) 

56% (22 of 39) misidentified an 

incorrect ballot as correct (false 

positive) 
 

DeMillo & 

Marks 

2018 [69] 

System: Printed paper ballot 

Observation of voters at a primary 

election with 18 contests 

87 voters 52% were observed reviewing 

their ballot selection cards for 

an average of 4 seconds 

Byrne 

2020 [65] 

System: VSAP 

Ballot: mock election ballot  

Observations in 6 polling sites 

No interventions 

87 voters 51% (41 of 81) voters were 

observed verifying their ballot 

before casting. 

2:10 minutes average 

verification time 

Bernhard et 

al. 

2020 [64] 

System: Modified electronic BMD 

interface 

Ballot: 13 contests based on the real 

2018 ballot.  

Ballot style: bubble and summary, 

mimicking Hart InterCivic 

Changed a single contest on each 

ballot, switching, adding or removing 

the selection 

Interventions included signage, verbal 

scripts, and directed voting with a 

slate of candidates 

241 voters, 

recruited from the 

community 

Without intervention  

40% were observed examining 

ballot 

7% reported an error  

With 6  interventions  

Overall: 64% examined ballot; 

28% reported the error 

Final variant (script + slate): 

95% examined ballot; 86% 

reported the error 
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Study 

Author and 

year 

Methodology 

Variations in the basic plan 

Participants 

# and type shown 

errors 

Results 

% detecting changes 

Kortum et 

al. 2020 [68] 

System: 18" tablet computer. Results 

summary ballot, based on current 

voting systems 

Ballot: Famous names 

Instructions: Participants given a slate 

of choices 

Ballot with errors randomly assigned 

Participants: 108 

voters in Greater 

Houston 

23% chose to verify the ballot 

More participants verified the 

shorter ballot (5 vs 40 contests) 

76% of those who chose to 

verify detected errors 
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End-to-end cryptographic design 

One of the promising innovations for election security is the concept of using cryptography to protect a 

ballot from end-to-end during the voting process with the ability to prove that the ballot was counted as 

cast by the voter.  

Although most of the papers cover the technical cryptographic methods, there is a body of work that 

highlights the challenges of making a system both secure and usable. We focused on the work of two 

research teams because they each conducted several studies on related systems and topics.  

One paper reported on usability studies of three different methods of performing the implementation in the 

Benaloh Challenge which allows a voter to either challenge or cast a ballot. They found that successful 

verification varied by method, from 61% to 81% with the rest mistakenly thinking that they had performed 

the verification correctly. They also found that voters misunderstood the nature of the verification, even 

when this was the focus of the test and participants were given explicit instructions to carry out the 

verification procedure [70]. 

The most visible end-to-end project in U.S. Elections was STAR-Vote, a project to design a “secure, 

transparent, auditable, and reliable” voting system for Travis County Texas [71]. A team of researchers at 

Rice University conducted several studies to explore different aspects of end-to-end systems including 

formative design testing of elements of the STAR-Vote concepts [72] and gathering baseline data from other 

systems to inform their work. 

Their studies comparing three different end-to-end systems reported that participants could not cast a 

ballot 42% of the time and could not verify their ballots 53% of the time. They found that a small number of 

design problems contributed to most of the failures, suggesting that improving the usability of the system is 

an important first step in making the end-to-end system suitable for use. They also pointed out that two of 

the systems would likely pose accessibility problems that would be difficult to overcome [73] [74].  

These two studies, and others, show the difficulty of designing a system that changes the basic mental 

model for how a paper ballot is cast and call for better usability evaluations as the system is designed. This 

theme is echoed in Kulyk & Volkhamer [75] where they show that poor usability can affect adoption of good 

security practices and stress the importance of users being both aware of the actions required as well as 

why they are important. 

One study at Rice University [76] focused on gaining a deeper understanding of voter mental models and 

whether voters were able to accurately connect the methods used in end-to-end systems with increased 

accuracy, security, or transparency of the systems. The researchers asked the voter participants to draw a 

diagram of each of the three voting systems they used. Typically, voters simply drew what they understood 

to be the steps in the process with some explanations of the goal of each step.  
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• They found that the mental models across systems were based on the specific steps and equipment, 

rather than any robust (or even accurate) understanding of the cryptographic models. For example, 

voters might know that “encryption” is a security procedure, but not how it helps secure ballots. 

Despite being able to describe the systems, participants did not think that they were more secure or 

accurate than a conventional paper-based voting method.  On the other hand, a follow-up study 

[36] examined perceptions of security and found that participants could tell the difference between 

meaningless security features (which they called “security theatre”) and an end-to-end system using 

real security measures. 

Even this small sample of the research on end-to-end systems shows the difficulty in introducing a new 

concept in voting and building mental models that help voters understand its value in order to be able to 

use the new features accurately.  

This suggests that one of the keys to successful verification requires overcoming several hurdles. Voters 

must connect the act of verification with greater overall election integrity, even if they believe that a system 

error or malicious change is unlikely. They must know how to verify so they can perform the verification 

correctly. Finally, the ballot (and any associated verification tools) must be well-designed to make an 

accurate verification easy. 

Designing a ballot for verification 

In a 2019 white paper, the OSET Institute reviewed the printed ballots produced by current BMDs comparing 

the ballot layout along with other features of the systems. Using the OSET review along with information 

from the Pennsylvania Department of State certification information, we summarize current ballot layout 

features below. 

 

Summary of ballot layout features on current voting systems  

Sources: OSET, 2019 [77] and PA DOS, 2019 [48] 

Voting system Layout notes Ballot paper Encoding  

Dominion ICX Single-space lines 

Mixed case text 

Contest titles above indented 

selections 

Up to 3 columns 

Letter-sized 

paper 

QR code at top of 

ballot 

ES&S ExpressVote Single-spaced lines 

All capital letters 

Contest titles to the left; selections to 

the right 

Single column 

4.25” wide 

cardstock 

Barcodes for each 

contest at top of 

ballot 
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Voting system Layout notes Ballot paper Encoding  

Hart InterCivic Touch 

Duo 

Single-spaced lines 

Selections all capital letters 

Ballot information in tabular columns 

for 

Contest title 

Selection 

Order number 

Party 

 

Letter-sized 

paper 

QR code at top of 

ballot for ballot 

type; selections 

read by OCR 

Unisyn FVT Single-spaced lines 

All capital letters 

Contest titles above indented 

selections 

Single column 

3.5” wide roll-

fed paper 

Hollerith grid at 

bottom of ballot 

VSAP (Los Angeles 

County 

Space and separator line between 

each contest 

Mixed case text 

Selections bold 

Contest titles above selections; 

candidate ID number 

Up to 3 columns 

Multiple 

custom paper 

sizes 

QR code on the left 

side of ballot 

Voting Works Space and separator line between 

each contest 

Mixed case text 

Selections bold 

Contest titles above selections 

Up to 2 columns 

Letter-sized 

paper 

 

Prime III 

Open Source 

primevotingsystem.com 

1.5 spaced lines 

Mixed case text 

Contest titles with arrows pointing to 

selections 

 

Letter-sized 

paper or larger 

Optional QR code 

encoded with 

selections at top 

ElectionGuard   

(E2E demo system) 

Space and separator line between 

each contest 

Mixed case text 

Selections bold 

Contest titles above selections 

Up to 2 columns 

Letter-sized 

paper 

QR code at top of 

ballot for ballot 

type.  

Selections encoded 

using E2E 
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In addition to these systems, the Hart InterCivic TouchWriter and the Clear Ballot ClearAccess, along with 

Prime III, create printed bubble-style ballots that look similar to the brand’s hand-marked ballots. 

There are few guidelines for the visual design of paper ballots. The VVSG 1.1 and 2.0 requirements [47] 

include requirements for text size and contrast, but little else that addresses the legibility of the ballot for 

human reading. There are also descriptive guidelines that can be inferred from the usability testing reports 

on the LA County VSAP including the need for text that is at least 10 points large, white space, and 

separators between the contests.   

The accessibility reports from the Pennsylvania Department of State certification testing [48] include 

anecdotal reports of attempts to read a summary ballot using personal assistive technology text reader 

applications including the Kurzweil KNFB Reader and Microsoft Seeing AI.  A review of summary-style ballots 

looked at both the ease of reading and the ability of assistive technology and optical character recognition 

(OCR) to accurately voice a summary style ballot [78]. 

The experience of participants in using these tools varied, but suggested that simpler layouts with space or 

punctuation separating contests might work well enough to be useful, especially with voter education 

information about how to set up the tools for optimal reading of each tool. 

Summers and Langford [79] offered principles for designing for voters with low literacy that apply to the 

printed ballot as well as the marking interface:  

• Make it look easy to read. Good visual cues help readers process text more easily. Indicate the main 

points or sections of text, and signal transitions clearly. 

• Create a linear flow. Don’t force readers to split their attention between different parts of the page 

or screen. Help them focus on one thing at a time, with good navigation from one part of the task to 

the next. 

• Support a narrow field of view. Make sure everything they need to know is right there in the center 

of the page. 

The legibility of the BMD printed ballots varies widely, and often is designed to solve, in part, the technical 

problem of fitting enough contests on a single piece of paper or making it easy for a scanner to read, rather 

than making it easy for voters to read. 

These reports, however, are all basic design guidelines which do not go much further than the 2007 EAC 

ballot design guidelines, or the requirements included in the VVSG.   

More importantly, there has been little research on what makes a printed ballot verifiable—that is what 

properties of the printed ballot support a motivated voter to make a more accurate check that the ballot 

reflects their intent.  

Another gap in the research is understanding the nature of the verification task. Is verification, for example a 

memory task, relying on voters remembering their selections and comparing that memory to the printed 

ballot? Or a recognition task, focusing on voters recognizing that the selections on their printed ballot reflect 

their intent. In their seminal paper on heuristic evaluation, Nielsen and Molich [80] called this “recognition 

vs. recall” saying that relying on recognition is easier because showing users a sample helps them retrieve 

the information from memory. 
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Finally, it is not clear what motivates voters to verify their ballot and how that relates to the strength of their 

intent in voting and whether their mental model include the possibility of not just identifying their marking 

errors, but also a need for a final check against system errors and malicious changes? 
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Methods for researching voting 

In addition to reviewing the literature for what is known about how voters interact with voting systems, we 

also looked for insights about the best way to conduct research aimed at understanding voter behaviors and 

mental models.  

Differences in methodology we noted in conducting this review are: 

• There was a wide variation in how many participants there were and how they were recruited. 

• The voting systems used the studies included both systems in use in real elections and prototypes 

created for the purpose.  

• The context of the research varied in how voters were instructed to mark their ballot, and how 

much the test setup mimicked a polling place.  

• There were observational studies, surveys, and quantitative task-based studies. 

Recruiting approaches 

There were several approaches to finding a sufficiently diverse group of participants, even in studies with 

generally small numbers.  The research includes many studies with homogeneous participants who aren’t 

representative of the voting population. 

For example, Redish et al. (2008) [60] used only two criteria to recruit their participants: eligibility to vote 

and ability to speak English. They found that this gave them good diversity in demographic characteristics 

like age, gender, race/ethnicity, education, and voting experience. Other studies used a naturally large 

population, such as people who had just voted in a real election or were present at the research location for 

their own reasons [49] [81] [57]. 

In a large-scale study that aimed for a realistic polling place, Pandolfo et al. [82] administered a reading level 

test to volunteer participants to be able to analyze the effect of a reading disability on voting, but they did 

not include or exclude people based on the results.  

Another way of reaching diverse participants was to purposefully go to locations where different types of 

voters might be found. McGrew [54] tested the use of a tablet by elderly voters by going to nursing homes 

and working with residents there.   Similarly, Center for Civic Design has made a practice of using location-

based intercepts for unscheduled sessions at libraries, community centers, government offices, parks, malls, 

churches, and other public places [83]. 

Other recruiting methods included recruiting on campus, either for a small honorarium or as part of a class 

assignment. In general, this approach seems to have been made for convenience rather than for any 

methodological advantage [36]. 
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We summarize below: 

Approaches to recruiting participants 

 

Approach Advantages Disadvantages 

Scheduled sessions, recruited 

through ads, social media, or 

community partners 

Ability to screen for behavior, 

ability or demographics for 

diversity. 

Placement of notices is a critical 

decision in range of participants. 

Intercepts at a real election All participants will be active 

voters. 

Limits on when research can be 

conducted. 

Limited to the demographic of the 

polling location. 

Intercepts at constructed 

events 

Ability to reach a large, specific 

audience if the location is selected 

well. 

Takes time and resources to set up 

and promote the event. 

Intercepts at public spaces Diverse participants, who might 

not reply to an ad or attend an 

event 

Location must be chosen carefully 

to be conducive to research 

session needs. 

Practical limits on the length of 

session. 

University students Easy to recruit Not very representative or 

educationally diverse. 

Locations for the research 

The questions of how to research also extend to the location of the testing. Some studies have aimed for 

testing near a polling place or during an election period so that participants will be more likely to be thinking 

about elections. Despite some concerns that the political issues in an election will overwhelm the research, 

these studies show that user research can effectively be conducted near polling places, even on election day 

[49] [55] [69] [81]. 

When conducting research on an actual election day was not possible, researchers used spaces set up to 

look like polling places or used locations similar to polling places. A test experience that is ecologically 

similar to a real voting experiences is preferred as using real world conditions do influence the quality of 

data gathered, but does create large challenges. For example, Pandolfo and colleagues [82] recruited real 

poll workers for the study, but others used research assistants played the role of election judges, rather than 

recruiting actual poll workers to recreate a realistic polling place setting [50] [57]. 

The Voting System for All People (VSAP) project [84] set up large mock polling places in specific communities 

to ensure that participants in their usability testing included people with disabilities, or who spoke other 

languages, using community partners to promote the events. 

Other studies were simply conducted in a lab setting. These were often tests of specific aspects of the voting 

system, more focused on the design of the system than the overall experience. These included a test of a 

concept for tamper-resistant ballot boxes [85], paper-prototype testing of a tablet interface [46], a series of 
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tests of end-to-end voting system concepts at Rice University [17] [74] and many small-scale agile usability 

tests that supported product development in projects including the Los Angeles Voting System Assessment 

Project (VSAP). 

We compare the choices below. 

Choices of locations 

Approach Advantages Disadvantages 

Lab or lab-like space Controlled environment for 

conducting research. 

Neutral location could affect 

realism of behavior. 

:Constructed “polling place” Location can influence realistic 

behavior and reactions. 

Environment can be chaotic, 

limiting the depth of some aspects 

of the research. 

Located near a real election Participants primed for thinking 

about voting. 

Best for research that directly 

relates to the real election 

experience. 

“Random” public space Wide range of options and 

participants 

Need to match limitations of the 

location to research needs. 

Approaches for running a within-subjects study 

Most of the studies included only one voting activity, so all participants had the same experience.  This is a 

type of “within-subjects” study design where the same person tests all the conditions (i.e., all the user 

interfaces). 

We were interested in the best practices for studies in which each participant would complete two voting 

activities, so they can be compared.   

Studies that we found included Redish et al. [60] , which was a study of plain language and looked at 

different styles of ballot instructions. Other studies had participants vote on an electronic ballot marking 

interface and on a hand-marked paper ballot [49] [50]. These also had slightly different ballot contents for 

the two activities. 

Most studies alternated the order of the activities, to counterbalance any order effects on the results, and 

had a short debrief and break between them.   

Everett, Byrne and Greene’s research  [51] mixed these two approaches. In addition to ballot type (treated 

as a within-subject variable), they tested candidate type (realistic/fictional) and information given 

(slate/guide/no guide), treating both of them as between-subjects variables. 

Real, realistic, or fake ballot contents 

Another aspect of voting research to consider is what the content of the ballot will be. Many demonstration 

ballots use famous people, ice-cream flavors or other light-weight decisions, but there was early recognition 

that these do not really provide the level of realism that is needed to simulate an election.  
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In response to this issue, and early research project at NIST examined ballots from around the country and 

designed a “medium complexity” ballot populated with real office titles, realistic (but not real) candidate 

names, and samples of some real ballot questions. Another approach is to base the test ballots on real 

ballots used in a recent election with randomly generated names. Or using real names of people who could 

potentially run for office in the future.  

Many research projects have used the “realistic-but-not-real” approach, including tests of error detection on 

electronic ballot marking interfaces [51]. ballot instructions [60], straight party voting [50], and ballot 

designs [46]. 

Others have taken different approaches. The use of real names and campus issues in Acemyan, Kortum and 

Payne [67] shows that merely using real names is not enough to create realistic conditions. However, other 

studies have used comic characters or other amusing topics with successful results, arguing that it allows 

more focus on the interface being studied [53]. 

In research at polling places, studies have used the same ballot just voted on in the real election [49] and 

[69] or a mix of real and realistic contests [81]. The rationale for this approach is that the voter-participants 

are already primed with the current election, so have a more strongly held intent about how they vote. 

Approach Advantages Disadvantages 

Real (or only slightly altered) 

ballot 

Strong realism. 

Good for research immediately 

tied to an election. 

Personal politics can impinge on 

the research. 

Realistic-but-not-real Ability to decide on length and 

type of contests and diversity of 

candidate names. 

Avoids personal politics. 

Good for simulating elections. 

Unfamiliar names and parties 

make it harder for participants to 

make realistic selections. 

Amusing contests (famous 

people, flavors) 

Can be more engaging.  

Good for research that does not 

rely on simulating a real election. 

Lowest realism, can make it harder 

for participants to remember their 

selections. 

Voter choice or instructed voting 

A final variable in the research methodologies is the instructions given to voters about how to mark their 

ballot. The decision made for each study was always a mix of the relationship between the study goals and 

practical considerations in running the study.  There was a wide range of variations in both the approach and 

how the instructions to participants were phrased. 
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Variations in how participants make voting choices 

Approach Advantages Disadvantages 

Detailed instructions 

(written or verbal) 

All participants vote the same way, 

so errors and other deviations are 

obvious in the results. 

Adds opportunity to include 

changes or corrections in the 

protocol. 

Participants’ ability to follow 

instructions can affect the result. 

General guidance for making 

selections 

Simpler instructions to 

communicate. 

Allows voters some independence. 

Harder to determine whether any 

errors or variance are intentional. 

Consultative decision in 

advance 

Participants are allowed to make 

their own choices in advance, 

communicating or consulting with 

the moderator 

Adds time to the session.  

Process might difficult for some 

participants.  

Independent use of a voter 

guide 

Participants make their own 

choices, marking a voter guide 

before voting. 

Adds to complexity of materials 

handled while marking a ballot. 

No instruction Least restrictive Least precise data. 

 

There were also two variations on how participants were given detailed instructions. Some studies 

suggested provided written instructions, in effect giving participants a voter guide and permission to use it in 

a naturalistic way.  

Others had the moderator read the instructions aloud for each contest as the participant reached it. This 

approach is most helpful for participants with visual or cognitive disabilities or low literacy. It also ensures 

that the instructions are given just before they are used, so the marking task is focused on recognition of the 

desired candidate rather than recall of instructions.  

As far as we can tell, studies used one approach or another, rather than using written instructions unless the 

voter could not read them effectively. 

Studies for the Los Angeles County voting system project 

We cannot leave the topic of research methodologies without mentioning the work in Los Angeles County as 

they developed their new voting system, the Voting System for All People (VSAP)  It is an excellent best-

practice example of a robust user-centered design process that produced strong evidence for their overall 

direction and final design decisions [7].  

The testing was conducted by IDEO in collaboration with the Los Angeles County elections team from 2010 

to 2016. Their studies include both small (5 participants) and large (150+ participants) studies, focus groups, 

surveys, and studies in mock polling places as well as lab studies. The participants were diverse in terms of 

race/ethnicity, gender, age, educational attainment, ability, voting experience, technology experience, and 

financial status, with awareness of and attention to including minority groups. 
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Reviewing the Phase 3 design research from 2015 - 2018, there are many insights and innovative approaches 

to testing voting systems. 

• Studies used purposeful sampling, specifically targeting participants who represented groups of 

interest including 2nd language speakers, the elderly, voters with physical/learning disabilities. 

• One study tested a “prototype” of the audio format by using a bilingual voice-over artist to act as 

the system audio, reading out the text for each screen in response to participant actions. 

• They engaged community organizations to help recruit participants for studies at a mock election. 
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